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Y = y then X = x with prob. P. A data driven

Visual texture is one of the most fundamental
properties of a visible surface. I t participates as
one of the major modalities which help us in the
understanding of our visual environment. The different textures in an image are usually very apparent to a human observer, but automatic description of these patterns has proved to be complex.
The framework for the proposed texture analysis task consists of two major stages. The first
stage performs feature extraction by transforming
the image space into an array of N-dimensional
feature vectors. The second stage analyzes the
N-dimensional feature space. Clusters are found
via “unsupervised learning” and following that,
a labeling process, based on previous experience
or knowledge, enables the recognition to be performed via a “supervised learning” stage.
There is much evidence supporting the use of
Gabor-like filters in the feature-extraction phase
[l]. The features thus extracted are in the orientation and frequency domains. An open question
is what filters are to be utilized for the feature extraction, i.e. what minimal number of frequencies
and orientations are representative of the textures
and contain sufficient information for the texture
labeling. In the proposed approach we reduce the
N-dimensional feature space both in tlie unsupervised and supervised stages of analysis using information theoretic criteria.
In the unsupervised stage a Neural-Network \‘ector Quantization procedure is used based on the
Kohonen topology-preserving mapping [a]. This
procedure enables quantization of the continuous
valued features into M discrete levels and the projection of the N-dimensional space into a lower dimension clustered map, for initial segmentation of
the textured image. A supervised stage follows.
The goal of the supervised stage is to utilize the
existing information in the feature maps for higher
level analysis, such as input labeling and classification. In particular we need to learn a classifier which maps the output features of the Iiohonen stage to the texture class labels. \Ve utilize a
rule-based information theoretic approach which
is an extension of a first order Bayesian classifier,
because of its ability to output probability estimates for the output classes [3]. The classifier defines correlations between input features and output classes as probabilistic rules of the form: If

supervised learning approach utilizes an information theoretic measure to learn the most informative links or rules between features and class labels [4]. The classifier then uses these links to
provide an estimate of the probability of a given
output class being true. When presented with a
new input evidence vector, a set of rules R can be
considered to “fire”. The classifier estimates the
posterior probability of each class given the rules
that fire in the form l o g ( p ( z ) / R ) ,and the largest
estimate is chosen as the class label decision.
The performance of the presented framework
is tested on both synthetic and natural textures.
A correct classification rate of 9599% is obtained
for the texton textures. A slightly lower percentage is obtained for the natural texture mosaics. In
addition to the labeling maps, the rule-based information theoretic approach enables us to output
probability estimates for the output classes, thus
adding confidence measures to our decisions. The
actual class probabilities could be used for further
higher level processing such as a feedback loop in
the suggested framework. I t is apparent from the
high percentage classification rate that the information criteria used, both in the unsupervised and
supervised stages, have succeeded in capturing an
informative minimal representation of the input
domain.
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